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Ricardo Beas 

1361 Mountain View Lane 

Chula Vista, CA 91911 

619-621-5899 

RicardoBeasV@hotmail.com 

August 17, 2017 

 

URGENT -- PERSONAL 

ATTN:   PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP 

RE: FEDERAL PRISONER DANIEL SMITH, # 74882-065 

 Federal Detention Center, Seattle, WA 

 REQUEST FOR CLEMENCY, PARDON AND COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE 

- U.S. District Court, Eastern Washington: waedce 2:2013-cr-00014 

- 9th Circuit Court of Appeals: 09cae 15-30332 

 

Dear President Trump, 

 

Because of all your important commitments, including your continuous battle with our corrupt 

politicians (in both parties) and the Press, that have no other goal but to remove you from 

office and to keep you distracted from your duties and promises, I will be as brief as possible. 

 

You are already aware of the dangers of vaccines and how the establishment (the swamp and 

all lobbyist’s money that they float on), including government institutions like the FDA and CDC, 

want to force mandatory vaccine upon our population, children and adults alike, to our heath’s 

detriment. Well, in the same way these same forces are trying to negatively affect the health of 

our citizens: They are also discrediting and destroying the lives of any person and/or any 

organization that finds a cure for serious diseases, like cancer, that are outside of Big Pharma’s 

control, such as Merck and its vaccines and medications. From Laetrile, to Hoxsey’s medication, 

Royal R. Rife’s frequency generator, and many many others, these large pharmaceutical 

companies and their governmental minions have hidden from the general population proven, 

inexpensive and none-toxic homeopathic treatments that help from the most minor illness to 

the most serious. 

 

One of these substances, MMS, which stands for Master Mineral Solution, whose main 

ingredient is Chlorine Dioxide, is one of those miraculous substances that help kill all pathogens 

in the body, allowing the body to use its own immune system to cure itself from almost any 

disease. Daniel Smith, an honorable person, husband and father, had a business that sold MMS 

and he was harassed by the FDA and other governmental authorities, which culminated in him 

facing +30 years in jail and then being sentence to approximately four years in prison for selling 

a substance that (1) people bought and took freely, (2) no one complaint of as to any sort of 
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price rip-off, (3) no one claimed that it did them any harm, and (4) for which there were 

thousands of persons that could testify to the effectiveness of this substance to help the body 

heal itself. A complete and full study which I wrote explaining the whole history of MMS and its 

discoverer, Genesis II Church of Health and Healing Archbishop Jim Humble, can be found at the 

following link: http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Blog_-_MMS-CDS.pdf. 

 

President Trump, your Department of Justice has just appointed one of its top attorneys, H. 

Thomas Byron, to represent the government/FDA in the appeal of Daniel’s case, which is 

scheduled for oral arguments in the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals on August 31, 2017 – days 

away. We know how corrupt the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals is, as they have proven recently. 

 

A review of the official district and appeal courts’ record will show that from the time of the 

District Court hearings to now, Daniel has been railroaded all the way, (1) favorable witnesses 

not allowed to participate, (2) exculpatory evidence not being allowed in court, and (3) even his 

attorneys being harassed by the federal prosecutors, the judge and others. 

 

As with Sheriff Joe Arpaio, another honorable man, you are the only one that can do justice to 

not only help Daniel get out of jail, but to help us destroy the Big Pharma medical monopoly 

and its corrupt tentacles that are destroying our citizen and resident’s health, all sick and at the 

mercy of the medical monopoly, the ones that maintain the high prices of doctors’ visits and 

hospital procedures and their incredibly expensive medications, as you recently mentioned in 

your recent Tweet, which I follow loyally every day. 

 

Therefore and otherwise, as a child of God, and our presently appointed angel to fight injustice 

and Make America Great Again, and as the President of the United States vested in the 

constitutional authority to do so (Article II, section 2), I, in conjunction with Daniel and his 

family and friends, and the millions of people worldwide that are using MMS to cure 

themselves of many diseases, we ask you to show and give clemency to Daniel, to commute his 

sentence, that you reprieve his imprisonment, and that you pardon him from any further abuse 

by federal authorities, including expunging his criminal record related to the involved 

proceedings; and that further, through your executive power that you order the U.S. Federal 

Bureau of Prisons to immediately release Daniel Smith from further detention, with no future  

actions being taken by any executive administrative agency or their representatives against 

Daniel or his family. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Ricardo Beas 
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